Oral Communication

This guidebook includes suggestions for assignment design, implementation, audience feedback, and rubrics. You'll also find ideas for developing student oral communication skills using low or no stakes activities.
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Video resources for Oral Presentations

The following resources listed are designed specifically for college students. While they were created for STEM fields, they highlight basic lessons in oral communication that can be generalized across disciplines.

ComCoach Video Tutorial

The ComCoachVideo Tutorial is an online learning environment designed to help students improve their oral presentation skills. The website contains video clips illustrating effective and ineffective public speaking practices, as well as an interactive feedback component designed to foster students' ability to critically evaluate presentation segments.

The students featured in these clips are Cain Project presentation coaches and were instructed to enact both good and bad oral presentation behaviors.

In order to view the video clips, you will need to have the Macromedia Flash Player 8 installed on your computer.

http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~comcoach/

Technically Speaking

This project is generously funded by a National Science Foundation Course, Curriculum and Laboratory Improvement grant (ID 0632804). The main goal of this project is to improve the oral communication skills of undergraduate mathematics and related STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) students. To achieve these goals, the project developed a series of video vignettes that portrayed student-actors presenting a small portion of a mathematical talk, roughly 30-90 seconds in length. In each set of vignettes, the student would give two ways to present an idea: one with shortcomings, the second correcting these shortcomings.

http://techspeaking.denison.edu/Technically_Speaking/Home.html